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This essay considers reactions to the Lisbon earthquake of 1755, in particular the
ways in which the founders of English Methodism, John and Charles Wesley used
the event in their sermons and hymns respectively. The Wesleys focused on the
vengeful power of the divine in order to urge people to look into their hearts and
change their ways to avoid damnation. In contrast, the reaction to the global
natural disasters of 2005 has been quite different. The Archbishop of
Canterbury’s essay that emphasises the privacy of faith that exists because it is
engaged in a struggle against doubt is compared with the Wesleyan response, and
through these very different religious positions the contrast between eighteenth
century and twenty-first century reactions to natural disasters is highlighted.

On 1 November 1755, the city of Lisbon was devastated by earthquakes. Just
before 10 o’clock on the morning of All Saints’ Day, the first of three massive
shocks hit the city. According to Antonio Ribeira, the earthquake was the greatest
ever recorded in Europe, close to 9 on the Richter scale.1 The epicentre was out
in the Atlantic, somewhere off Cape St Vincent, and shocks were recorded all over
Europe, as far north as Burgundy and the Scilly Isles. One scientist, the Reverend
John Mitchell, was so intrigued by reports of the movement of lake waters in
Switzerland and Scotland in the aftermath of the earthquake, that he pursued his
research into the wave theory of earthquake transmission, thereby initiating what
later developed into the science of tectonics. The scale of the earthquake and the
resulting devastation shocked the world.

Some 70,000 people are estimated to have died, some killed by the collapse
of buildings, others by the fires that broke out in the devastated cities along the
Portuguese coast. What added to the horror of the event and caused the death-toll
to rise still further, was the impact about an hour after the first wave of shocks,
of a tsunami, a tidal wave that swept many of the survivors to their deaths. An
eye-witness account by an English merchant who survived the earthquake
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provides a graphic description of what happened when the tidal waves inundated
the lower part of the city:

I went over the heaps of Ruins to the large Square the side of the River. There
I found numbers of People of all Nations, collected together, with such Signs of
terror and Distress in every Countenance as can be much better imagined than
described. Several persons almost naked; a general Panic was raised from a
Crowd of Peoples running from the Water-tide, all crying out, the Sea was
pouring in and would certainly overwhelm the City. This new alarm created such
Horrors in the agitated Minds of the Populace, that vast Numbers of them ran
screaming into the ruinated City again, where a fresh Shock of earthquake
immediately following, many of them were buried in the Ruins of falling
Buildings.1

Accounts of the Lisbon earthquake proliferated across the continent. The
combination of the ground giving way beneath men’s feet toppling buildings like
toys, combined with the ferocity of the fires which raged for days and the
devastating force of the tidal wave, provided images of horror that were taken up
by writers and illustrators from several countries. Extensive pictorial representa-
tions showed great waves smashing boats and sweeping away screaming people,
raging fires, collapsing buildings and individuals stretching up their arms to
heaven as the ground buckled beneath them. After-shocks went on until well into
December, and almost a year later, in August 1756 it was claimed that there had
been some 500 of these, which continued to fuel the fears of the surviving
inhabitants.

Two hundred and fifty years later, in 2005, writers, journalists, photographers
and cameramen have recorded the aftermath of a string of terrible natural disasters
around the world. First, there was the Indian Ocean tsunami that killed tens of
thousands of people when it struck on another Christian holiday, Boxing Day,
2004. Then in September 2005, reporters converged on Louisiana, as the city of
New Orleans was devastated by another natural disaster, a hurricane this time,
rather than an earthquake, but one which saw sea-walls breached and a city flooded
and rendered uninhabitable. Graphic images of victims, flood waters and ruined
buildings spread around the world within hours. In October 2005, an earthquake
measuring 7.6 on the Richter scale killed tens of thousands of some of the poorest
people in the world in Pakistan and Kashmir.

Superficially, reactions to the catastrophes of 2005 were similar to eighteenth-
century reactions to the Lisbon earthquake, in terms of sensationalist reporting,
eye-witness accounts, tales of amazing survival and the distribution of disturbing
images of human suffering. Yet an abyss separates the world of the twenty-first
century from that of the eighteenth. As the historian Robert Darnton has pointed
out, it is misleading to assume that people who lived in another age thought and
acted as we do today, ‘give or take the wigs and the wooden shoes’.2 One of the
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most significant differences can be found in social reactions to natural disasters
and the extent to which such disasters cause profound existential questions to be
asked. In 2005, the emphasis in the global media has been on practicalities:
initially there were massive fund-raising campaigns to provide food and clothing
for the victims, then there was a worldwide effort to facilitate the distribution of
aid. At the same time, there was a great deal of discussion about where blame can
be attributed. In the case of the Indian Ocean tsunami, there were debates about
whether human error played a role in the high death toll, and whether more
investment in technology might have produced better early warning systems that
could have led to more people being able to flee to higher ground before the
tsunami struck. Similar debates began in the United States in the aftermath of the
hurricane, as Democrats accused the Republican government of George Bush
of not acting quickly enough and Republicans accused the state government of
corruption and inadequate preparation. In both cases, a combination of aid and
accusation dominated reporting in both print and television news. Most recently,
in Kashmir, the isolation of the villages most badly affected and the lack of
equipment and helicopters has led to questions being asked about government
resourcing of emergency services. In all cases, blame has been laid at the door
of government and political systems.

In the eighteenth century, in contrast, debates revolved around the power or
powerlessness of man and the existence or not of a benign God. The question as
to whether the earthquake was a punishment was one that was debated across
Europe, by Catholics and Protestants alike. Different religious persuasions
could read different symbolic narratives into the disaster: the earthquake could
be seen as divine retribution on a godless, sinful society, it could be held up as
a warning to the devout to be more assiduous in their faith, it could be interpreted
as a condemnation of Catholic idolatry and the continued existence of the
Inquisition or, as one Portuguese Jesuit priest proposed in a sermon, it could be
a punishment for excessive leniency towards heretics. The earthquake was read
as evidence for the non-existence of God, and as evidence of God’s all-too close
involvement with the workings of man. Voltaire’s famous ‘Poème sur le désastre
de Lisbonne’ attacked the folly of popular optimism and insisted on recognition
that evil exists in the world, a view challenged by Rousseau, and the
Voltaire–Rousseau controversy is probably the best known of all literary traces
of the earthquake.

Interestingly, in England there was a strong reaction to the implications of the
earthquake by theologians and clergymen, and perhaps the best-known of these
is the sermon preached by John Wesley, ‘Some Serious Thoughts Occasioned by
the Late Earthquake at Lisbon’, together with a sequence of hymns assembled by
his brother Charles. Several hymns in particular, ‘Righteous God, whose vengeful
phials’ (No. 59), ‘Stand th’omnipotent decree!’ (No. 60), ‘How happy are the
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little flock’ (No. 61), ‘Woe to the men on earth who dwell’ (No. 62) and ‘By faith
we find the place above’ (No. 63) combine images from the book of Revelations
with real images of the destructive force of the Lisbon earthquake.3 So in Hymn
59 the vengeful God is urged to be merciful in his rage and to offer eternal peace
‘from this ruined earth and skies’:

Plead thy cause with sword and fire,
Shake us, till the curse remove,
Till thou com’st, the world’s desire,
Conquering all with sovereign love.

In Hymn 60, penitents are advised to yield up their bodies ‘to earthquake,
plague, or sword’ as they listen for the last blast of the trumpet on Judgement Day,
while in Hymn 61 the earthquake is presented as evidence of God’s existence:

Earth’s basis shook confirms our hope,
Its cities fall but lifts us up,
To meet thee in the skies.

Most apocalyptic of all is Hymn 62, in which God’s wrath is depicted as the
moment when the earth shakes and all is destroyed:

Lo! From their seats the mountains leap,
The mountains are not found,
Transported far into the deep,
And in the ocean drowned.

The Lisbon earthquake supplied the Wesleys with contemporary images that
matched those of the Biblical Day of Judgement, thereby enabling them to remind
their flock of the awesome power of God. This point is made more explicit in
John Wesley’s sermon occasioned by the earthquake.

Wesley begins by reminding his listeners that the contemporary world is no whit
less corrupt than the ancient world. Those who believe in God, may believe also
that God in his displeasure continues to punish the wicked, through war, pestilence
and earthquake. He refers to earthquakes that took place in Port-Royal in 1692,
in Lima in 1693 and in Catania in 1746, before moving on to Lisbon:

And what shall we say of the late accounts from Portugal? That some thousand
houses, and many thousand persons are no more? That a fair city is now in
ruinous heaps? Is there indeed a God that judges the world?3

Wesley argues that Lisbon has been selected for special punishment because
of the continued existence of the Catholic Inquisition, but swiftly moves on to
warn his listeners not to be complacent: ‘Why should we not now, before London
is as Lisbon, Lima or Catania, acknowledge the hand of the Almighty?’ Some
people might reject this question by insisting that earthquakes are natural
phenomena and hence are accidental. This, says Wesley, is untrue. If the
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325Faith, doubt, aid and prayer

Scriptures come from God, then what is written in the Scriptures about natural
phenomena prove that God exists in all things – ‘Nay, what is nature itself, but
the art of God, or God’s method of acting in the material world?’ Earthquakes
are divine phenomena, sent by God and therefore meant to be heeded.

In his study of Wesley and the Wesleyans in the eighteenth century, John Kent
aptly sums up Wesley’s style of preaching:

Wesleyan preaching attacked the individual directly and aimed at changing the
hearer’s consciousness. You are a sinner, you cannot change yourself into
the righteous person whom God alone will admit to heaven. You need divine
forgiveness: without it you are damned. …You can have forgiveness now,
through faith in the sacrificial death of Jesus Christ. And you can know that you
have been forgiven, because the Holy Spirit will tell you so. However briefly,
you will be filled with ecstasy.4

What John Wesley in his sermons and Charles Wesley in his hymns sought to
do, therefore, was to persuade the individual to look into their own hearts and,
by understanding something of the vengeful power of the divine, to change their
ways and so begin a new life that would ultimately bring them into God’s presence.
The horrific accounts of natural disasters such as the Lisbon earthquake could
therefore be employed constructively in the evangelising mission.

Wesley paints a vivid picture of the moment when the earthquake struck and
of the powerlessness of man to escape from this manifestation of the wrath of God.
No amount of money can buy defence from what is willed:

You may buy intelligence, where the shock was yesterday. But not where it
will be tomorrow, today. It comes! The roof trembles! The beams crack!
The ground rocks to and fro! Hoarse thunder resounds from the bowels of the
earth! And all these are but the beginning of sorrows. Now, what help? What
wisdom can prevent, what strength resist the blow? What money can purchase,
I will not say deliverance, but an hour’s reprieve?

The only answer, says Wesley, is to love God and to love mankind through God,
so as ‘to lessen the present sorrows, and increase the joys, of every child of man’.
In the sermon, as in the hymns, images of apocalyptic horror are replaced with
a vision of love and the glories of paradise. The fear generated by the horrors of
the earthquake is used as an instrument to convince the unrighteous to change their
ways.

In his study of the Lisbon earthquake, T.D. Kendrick notes the objections to
Wesley’s sermonising by more orthodox Anglicans. The Archbishop of
Canterbury wrote to a friend commenting

The author, in my opinion, with good parts and learning, is a most dark and
saturnine creature. His pictures may frighten weak people, that, at the same time,
are wicked, but I fear he will make few converts, except for a day. I read his
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Serious Thoughts, but, for my own part, I think the rising and the setting of the
sun is a more durable argument for religion than all the extraordinary convulsions
of nature put together.5

Nevertheless, Wesley’s sermon ran through numerous editions and reached a
large audience. His use of the graphic details of a contemporary catastrophe struck
a chord with his listeners, and his message that they should seek to save their souls
through good works, mindful of God’s ever-present vengeance manifesting itself
through the natural world was extremely influential.

Future researchers looking for significant reflections on the 2005 disasters will
look in vain. Theologians and intellectuals, along with journalists and politicians
issued statements of regret and shock at loss of life, but no substantial existential
arguments appeared at all. The Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan Williams, was
one of the few clergymen who wrote reflectively on the theological implications
of the Indian Ocean tsunami. Taking as his starting point the question as to how
anyone can believe in a God who permits so much suffering in the world, Williams
turns the argument to focus on faith:

If some religious genius did come up with an explanation of exactly why all these
deaths made sense, would we feel happier or safer or more confident in God?6

Light years apart from John Wesley and the eighteenth-century notion of divine
anger, Williams considers why people doubt that God exists when faced with
evidence of pain, suffering and natural disaster and concludes that ‘the
extraordinary fact is that belief has survived such tests again and again’. Belief
survives because people can see that there are some realities ‘to which they can
only relate in amazement and silence’. Such realities turn the individual back to
look inwardly, whether as sufferer or as helper, and out of the trauma
‘somehow … God simply emerges for them as a faithful presence’.

What Williams preaches is a doctrine of acceptance and a faith that is intensely
private, a faith that exists because it is engaged in a constant struggle with doubt.
If we compare Williams and Wesley, the difference between the eighteenth and
twenty-first century reactions to natural disaster is starkly highlighted. The
eighteenth century saw intellectuals trying to understand and explain, driven as
they were by Enlightenment ideologies; the twenty-first century sees intellectuals
reluctant to engage with existential questions, avoiding doctrinal conflicts and
focusing instead on the individual conscience. Writing in The Tablet on 15
October 2005, Clifford Longley contrasts reactions to the Lisbon earthquake with
reactions to the earthquake in Kashmir. He returns to Voltaire’s refutation of
Leibnitz and playfully, he proposes to redesign God and the universe so as to avoid
what he terms ‘this perverse interaction between the two of them’.7 In his
redesigned universe, nothing ever goes wrong, no cause would ever have any
effect.
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But here lies the dilemma: without cause and effect, nothing would be
predictable, reason and intelligence would therefore become meaningless and
intelligent beings such as Voltaire and Leibnitz would never have evolved at all.
Such a universe, Longley contends, would be literally and utterly unimaginable.
What this means is that we are left with the universe that we actually do inhabit,
one in which disasters simply occur. Longley concludes with a simple statement:
‘There is no possibility of a Lisbon or a Muzaffarabad, without the possibility of
an earthquake destroying them.’7 Destruction and disaster are therefore to be
acknowledged and to be coped with: God’s role is left to the individual to
determine, and the primary task of all people is to offer aid when needed.

The attention in the media on aid operations in the aftermath of the disasters
of 2005 conceals another, much more profound yet under-debated question. The
tsunami, the hurricane and the earthquake expose the fragility of a technology-
driven world. A great American city has been rendered uninhabitable, its
sky-scrapers rearing over water-logged streets, a nation working to produce
its own nuclear weapons cannot get help to mountain villages, holiday resorts
catering to Western tourists in India and Thailand have ceased to exist, causing
a major threat to the tourist industry and to those countries’ economies. In Lisbon,
in 1755, in contrast, an energetic programme of reconstruction was put into
operation fairly quickly, and a new city rose like a phoenix from the ashes of the
old, driven by the vision of the Marques de Pombal whose political career
flourished in the aftermath to such an extent that he can best be described as
Portugal’s first dictator. Elsewhere in Europe, reverberations of the earthquake,
like figurative seismic aftershocks, continued for years, with writers and artists
returning to the images of destruction as emblems of an age. The Lisbon
earthquake altered European consciousness, becoming a symbol of the conflict
between man and nature, a reminder that human beings and their constructed
world are fragile, for when the earth moves, even the greatest of man’s
constructions can be toppled in seconds.
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